The Shulman Center March 2017 Monthly eNewsletter

HAPPY
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
and
SPRING!
Welcome to the 12th year of our eNewsletter and
currently have nearly 3,000 subscribers. Thanks for
your continued interest and support!
Quick Links! Click on Links Below:
Mr. Shulman's 90Minute Hoarding Presentation
Mr. Shulman Quoted in Recent Online Article on Shopping While Driving
View Mr. Shulman's New 2Minute Shoplifting Addiction Video
View Late Comedian George Carlin's Famous Rant on "Stuff"
View Unsteal.org Founder Introduce the "Unsteal Box" in TV News Debut
UPCOMING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS & PRESENTATIONS of INTEREST
Wednesday March 1, 2017Mr. Shulman presented on understanding and treating hoarding disorder at
Salem/South Lyon, MI Public Library 7:008:30pm. Free.
Friday March 3, 2017Mr. Shulman presents on understanding & treating compulsive stealing,
spending, hoarding. 9:00am3:30pm. Kadima 12999 W 12 Mile Southfield, MI. $95 registration incl. lunch
CEUs. See: www.corelearninginc.com
Saturday March 4, 2017Mr. Shulman presents on understanding and treating hoarding disorder at
Bridgman, MI Public Library 11am12:30pm. Free.
Thursday March 16, 2017Mr. Shulman presents on understanding and treating hoarding disorder at
Warren, MI Public Library 6:007:30pm. Free.
Thursday March 23, 2017Mr. Shulman presents on understanding and treating hoarding disorder at
Marcellus Twp., MI Public Library 7:008:30pm. Free.

Facts, Stats,
Quotes & More!
Diligence is the mother of good luck.  Ben Franklin
Shallow men believe in luck. Strong men believe in cause and effect.  Ralph Waldo Emerson
Luck is preparedness meets opportunity.  Seneca
Luck is believing you're lucky.  Tennessee Williams

I've found that luck is quite predictable. If you want more luck, take more chances.
Be more active. Show up more often.  Brian Tracy
It is spring again. The earth is like a child that knows poems by heart.  Rainer Maria Rilke
If we had no winter, spring would not be so pleasant; if we did not taste adversity, then prosperity
would not be so welcome.  Anne Bradstreet
I enjoy the spring more than autumn now. One does as one gets older.  Virginia Woolf
Despite the forecast, live like it's spring!  Lilly Pulitzer
ITEMS OF INTEREST
Interested in helping start a local
C.A.S.A.
(Cleptomaniacs And Shoplifters Anonymous )
Chapter Near You?
New chapters now meeting in these cities:
Houston, Texas
CASA group
starting soon
Contact: 4093508449
Westmont, Illinois CASA:
Meetings Tuesdays 6:30  7:30pm
Meetings will be at:
Westmont Community Center
75 East Richmond Street
Westmont, IL 60559
Contact Gail at: 6302901137 or
gmlupia28@gmail.com
Olympia, Washington
Olympia Unitarian Universalist Church
2315 Division St. NW, Olympia, WA 98502
Every Friday evening from 7:00pm  8:00pm
For more information, contact: 3609152048
Lansing, Michigan
Unitarian Universalist Church of Greater Lansing
5509 S. Pennsylvania Ave. Lansing, MI 48911
Every Tuesday evening from 6:30pm  7:30pm
For more information, contact: 5173514081
Contact Mr. Shulman for More Information
or Help in Starting a C.A.S.A. Chapter Near You!
..................................
View Mr. Shulman's 2minute YouTube Video on Shoplifting Addiction:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7eNcJhwGwc
Great New Podcast by Samson Shulman!
Interviews with up 'n coming trailblazers
and their ups 'n downs along their way

http://www.hustlesanctuary.com/
Local, National, International Organization
https://buynothingproject.org/
Sign Up for The Jack Hayes, International Free Quarterly Loss Prevention Newsletter!
http://hayesinternational.com/products/thehayesreportonlosspreventionnewsletter/
Online Course For Shoplifters Helps Them Understand and Stop Stealing
http://web.3rdmilclassrooms.com/courses/court/stoplifting#sectiontop
Online Course for Understanding and Deterring Employee Theft
http://www.360training.com/hrethicscompliance/corporatecompliance/antitrustbribery/creating
honesttheftfreeworkplacecourse
New Film Highlights Suicide Prevention!
The New Documentary Film "Death Is Not The Answer"
Written, Directed and Produced by Keith Famie
http://deathisnottheanswer.com/
New Book Outlines The Wonders of A Minimalist Lifestyle
The More of Less by Joshua Becker
www.becomingminimalist.com
Check out new Unsteal.org videoclips...
"Confessions of a Repenting Thief"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEY1tLlb0QY
www.unsteal.org

Monthly Articles of Interest

Click on blue hyperlinks to view full articles/videos
Don't Get Caught RedHanded with These "Hot" Items!
If That Online Buy Seems Too Be Good to Be True...
There Must Be Better Ways To Model Lingerie!
Shoplifter Nearly Bares All After Concealing Goods in Bra and Panties
Why Buying Things Won't Make You Happy
But It Can Be A Surefire Way To Keep You From It
Is This Why They Call Them The Entitlement Generation?
29Year Old Millennial Defends Reliance on Bank of Mom and Dad
Is Your Teen Depressed, or Just Moody?
This Article Could Keep You From Being Duped or Save a Life!
An Example of Why Shoplifting Is Like Russian Roulette
Shoplifter Dies After Being Tackled by Loss Prevention Officer!
To Rent or To Buy (A Home)
Ask Thailand! Westerners Engage in Rash of Stealing There!
Another Example of Shoplifting As Russian Roulette
This Time, More Literally!

Not A Very Good Way to Be Chosen As A Partner!
"Bachelor" Contestant Busted for Shoplifting at Target!
Doctor Explains The Roots of Addictions, Including Shopping
See 3minute video by Dr. Gabor Mate
When Selfishness Isn't A Dirty Word
Taking Care of Yourself Can Be Good for You As Well As Others!
To Rent or To Buy (A Home)?
That's The Question! 8 Tips to Making The Best Choice!
This Month's
Featured Articles
by
Terrence Shulman

Spring Clean Your Life with These Apps, Services
by
Jennifer Jolly, Special for USA TODAY

Spring cleaning is a lot like New Year's Resolutions  you make big plans and you mean well. But no matter
how excited you get about your goals, somewhere between the snow melting and stocking up on sunscreen,
you poop out. This year, there are some really cool, easy ways to tackle some of the toughest spring cleaning
duties with a whole new host of tech tools.
Let's start with a closet purgefest:
Several sites and apps make it really easy to sell or donate your clothes. You can sell them piece by piece
with sites like Tradesy and Vinted, or just send all of your unwanted clothes to Twice and get someone else
to sell for you. Want to donate, but don't have time to haul it all to Goodwill? Try Fashion Project. They'll send
you a prepaid donation bag and once your pieces have sold, 55% of the proceeds go to a charity of your
choice.
If you're not ready to let go for good:
Ditching that big down jacket may free up some closet space but you don't have to toss it. For the stuff you
just can't let go of, but don't have room for, try a service like Makespace
or Boxbee (NYC, SF, Oakland, Berkeley). They'll bring you crates to store your stuff, and deliver it to a
carefullymonitored storage facility. Just give them a ring when you need something back and they'll bring it to
you. Say goodbye to maintaining a storage unit.
Another great thing to get rid of? Old gadgets:
But, don't just throw them in the trash or sell it on Craigslist. To make some money off your old stuff  try
Gazelle  one of the simplest sites to sell your old gadgets without any hassle of having to find a buyer. You
can also drop off your gadget at an ecoATM and get your cash right there on the spot.
If your gadget has seen its last days and it's beyond sellable, check out Electronic Recyclers International
, Inc. or donate it to a site like Phones 4 Charity. Some manufacturers, like Apple, will also recycle your old
stuff for you and in some cases, you'll even get a gift card in return.
According to the EPA, one million recycled cell phones is enough to power 185 U.S. households with
electricity for year, so donating should always trump dumpster. Just to be on the safe side, make sure to
erase your data before recycling anything.
Cleaning Checklist
When it's time to get down to business, a list is your greatest asset. Apps like Tody (iOS) or Clean House
(Android) remind you of all the dirty details you may be forgetting by organizing and managing all of your

cleaning tasks. Just pick a room and select the tasks you want to get done.
If you're in a need of a deeper clean than you can get done on your own, startup Homejoy will help you book
a certified cleaning pro in just a few clicks, for a as low as $25 per hour. Just tell them how many bedrooms,
bathrooms and you're on your way to clean.
Take care of those annoying house repairs (Finally!)
Need to fix a leaky faucet? How about repaint a wall or hang a heavy TV? These are all things that are
annoying to do for most people and so you put it off and just let it bug you every single day. Well, don't do that
anymore. Amazon Home Services is another great place to find someone to help you do just about anything.
They recently teamed up with TaskRabbit, and other professionals, to offer everything from inhome deep
cleaning to DIY furniture assembly and everything in between. (Yes, even goatherding.)
Now that it's all clean, here's how to keep it that way:
Alfred is the butler you always dreamed of. For $99/month, an "Alfred" will come to your house and take care
of everything from cleaning to buying groceries twice a week. The Happy Home Company is a service that
gives you your very own home manager. Just tell them what you need done and they'll get a prescreened
professional to come do it. They'll even make sure that someone is there to let them in your house. They
seriously take care of everything  even paying the repair person. For $10/month, you get some serious peace
of mind knowing that someone you can trust is dealing with all of the headaches you've been avoiding. They'll
even wait for the cable guy!
Hey, this is a great start  but we're always interested to hear about what you're doing and how you're using
new technology to spring clean your life. Be sure to share in the comments section.
Jennifer Jolly is an Emmy Awardwinning consumer tech contributor and host of USA TODAY's digital video
show TECH NOW. Email her at techcomments@usatoday.com. Follow her on Twitter @JenniferJolly.
THE U.K HAS A
NATIONAL SPRING CLEANING WEEK!
(March 6  12, 2017)
AND EUROPE HAS NATIONAL SPRING CLEAN
WHY DON'T WE HAVE ONE, TOO?
See:
www.springcleaningweek.com
www.nationalspringclean.org
Mission:
A real Spring Clean throughout your home can brighten every day,
So bring a little more light into your house by joining National Spring Cleaning Week.
We support, give advice and tips on how to clean certain areas and objects as well as showing you the further
benefits of taking part and how it's not just a hygiene problem.
You can also find videos on DIY ideas, stain removal, furniture and most importantly on the subject of you.
Our mission is to encourage the whole of the United Kingdom to spring clean all the physical and metaphorical
clutter.
There are ways to give yourself a spring clean, whether that may be your finances, your energy, your
computer files or your skin: you're just as important as everything else.
So let National Spring Cleaning Week give you a hand around the house
with moral support, tips, advice and motivation.
Why Take Part?
The reasons behind you taking part and ridding your house of all the mess are endless:
they don't only apply physically but psychologically also.
A thrill for life will sweep in through those sparkling windows and the invigorating air encircling your uncluttered
furniture will renew youmind and body.
Relieve the stress of everyday's jumbled strain and join us for a brighter home and a newer you.

If you're interested in knowing more reasons why this is such a fantastic idea,
read our little list, full of gripping motives.
HOW COMPULSIONS HELP US MANAGE OUR STRESS IN AGE OF ANXIETY
by
SHARON BEGLEY
(Wall Street Journal January 19, 2017)
There's the woman who hit the treadmill so compulsively that she could do little elseand all because, every
moment that she wasn't exercising, the thought of fat cells proliferating in her body drove her nearly mad with
anxiety. There's the actor who was so certain he suffered from a dire illness that he compulsively pressed his
doctors to give him CT scans, over and over, to assuage his angst. And there are the millions of us who feel
compelled to check our phones before we get out of bed in the morning and constantly throughout the day,
because FOMOthe fear of missing outfills us with so much anxiety that it feels like fire ants swarming every
neuron in our brain.
With compulsions taking more and more forms, from severe to mild, few people these days can claim to have
none. Why have compulsions become so common? By 2015, according to the American College Health
Association, more American college students suffered from anxiety (16%) than depression (13%), which had
long been the most common mental affliction in this population. Adults haven't been immune either. According
to the National Institute of Mental Health, in any 12month period, some 18% of U.S. adults suffer from
anxiety intense enough to be considered a disorder, compared with about 7% who suffer from major
depression.
Not so long ago, psychologists didn't know what to make of such behaviors. They tossed around expressions
such as "compulsive shopping" and "shopping addiction," using them almost interchangeably, and struggled to
understand whether addictions and compulsions truly differ. More recently, with the aid of neuroimaging and
other brainbased studies, scientists are producing a new understanding of compulsions that goes to the heart
of the age of anxiety in which we live.
Behavioral addictions begin in pleasure. But compulsions, according to a growing body of scientific evidence,
are born in anxiety and remain strangers to joy. They are repetitive behaviors that we engage in repeatedly to
alleviate the angst brought on by the possibility of harmful consequences. If I don't check my phone
constantly, I'll miss an urgent text from my boss. If I don't religiously organize my closets, my home will be
engulfed in chaos. If I don't shop, it will be proof that I can't afford nice things and am headed for
homelessness.
Neuroimaging research is showing ever more clearly that the roots of compulsion lie in brain areas that can
trigger anxiety. For instance, a 2016 study found that, compared with healthy people, compulsive hoarders had
significantly greater activity in the anterior cingulate cortex, which detects errors. They are bombarded with
neurological signals which tell them, for example, that it is a grave error to discard a Starbucks receipt that
most people would consider meaningless. Compulsive hoarders "perceive an abnormally high risk of negative
feedback for difficult or erroneous" decisions, researchers wrote last year in the journal Psychiatry Research.
Similarly, a 2015 review of 19 neuroimaging studies concluded that the brains of people with obsessive
compulsive disorderthe most widely recognized form of compulsive behaviorshow patterns of activity and
connectivity strikingly similar to those of people with classic anxiety disorders, including social anxiety and
generalized anxiety disorder. Such disorders feature "common patterns of neural activation," the scientists
wrote in the journal Dialogues in Clinical Neuroscience, including in the amygdala (which generates a sense of
dread and angst) and the anterior cingulate cortex.
"A compulsive behavior is one that's done with the intent of decreasing an overwhelming sense of anxiety,"
said Jeff Szymanski, a clinical psychologist who is the executive director of the International Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder Foundation. So the roots of compulsion lie in the brain circuits that detect threats and
generate a profound feeling of anxietycircuits that are abnormally active in compulsive hoarders and those
with other kinds of compulsive disorders.
A compulsive behavior is therefore a form of selfreassurance. That holds true for compulsions on the much
less extreme end of the spectrum: Everything's OK now that I've checked the iPhone 15 seconds after I
checked the email on my desktop. Suffused with and overwhelmed by anxiety, we latch onto any behavior
that offers relief by providing even an illusion of control.

We live, after all, in a world that largely refuses to respond to our commands. We can't stop a date we met
online from seeing us as one of countless fish in the sea, or prevent climate change by driving an electric car
and recycling. So we control what we can, compulsively cleaning our homes or checking our phones, hoarding
or shopping or wearing out our thumbs with videogames. We cling to compulsions as if to a lifeline, for only by
engaging in them can we drain enough of our anxiety to function. Compulsions are the psychological
equivalent of steering into a skid: counterintuitive, initially scary but ultimately effective (at least for most of
us).
The British historian of medicine Roy Porter once observed that "every age gets the lunatics it deserves."
Since the publication in 1947 of W.H. Auden's poem "The Age of Anxiety," our era has been defined by dreads
both existential and trivial, societal and personal. Western societies' rising levels of angst suggest a corollary
to Porter's maxim: If every age gets the lunatics it deserves, then our age of anxiety deserves those who are
in the grip of a compulsion.
This isn't to say that those of us who behave compulsively in one part of life or anotherat least as long as we
don't become dysfunctionalhave a mental disorder. While extreme compulsions often appear odd, irrational,
pitiable and selfdestructive, our emerging understanding of compulsions implies something quite different:
Even the craziestlooking compulsions are adaptive, even pragmatic, and all too human. A compulsion is at
once psychological balm and curse, surface madness (or at least eccentricity) and profound relief.
In other words, just because you have a compulsion doesn't mean that your brain is broken. The ability of
compulsive behaviors to quiet anxieties great and small is one of the greatest gifts our brains can give us.

Books by Terrence Shulman
Click here to order!

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING:
Shoplifting Addiction & Recovery

BOUGHT OUT AND $PENT!
Compulsive $hopping and $pending

Click here to order!

CLUTTERED LIVES, EMPTY SOULS
Compulsive Stealing, Spending Hoarding

BITING THE HAND THAT FEEDS
The Employee Theft Epidemic

SPOTLIGHTS

OTHER ASSOCIATES ARE DOING GREAT WORK, TOO!
Younique Wellness for Body, Mind and Spirit

http://youniquewellness.net
Think Beyond Belief Publishing
http://kevinalexzander.com
http://zantimekoqwanzi.com
Joshua Becker: Minimalist Activist and Author
http://www.becomingminimalist.com
Alabama Court Referral Program
S.T.E.P.: Stop Theft Education Program
3rd Millenium STOPLifting Online Education Course
www.3rdmilclassrooms.com
UnSTEAL.orgA NonProfit Corporation
http://unsteal.org
Getting Out From Going Under (Debt)
http://gettingoutfromgoingunder.com
April Benson, PhD and Stopping Overshopping
http://www.shopaholicnomore.com/textprogram
Surviving Suicide with Heart and Humor
http://writeonmymind.com
Jack L. Hayes, International, Inc. Loss Prevention
http://hayesinternational.com

Call Now
for a

FREE
CONSULTATION!
2483588508
All Calls Are Confidential
OFFER GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME!

The Shulman Center Shoplifting

Overspending

Hoarding

The Shulman Center for Compulsive
Theft, Spending
and Hoarding
terrenceshulman@theshulmancenter.com
http://www.theshulmancenter.com

Employee Theft Contact

The Shulman Center for Compulsive Theft, Spending and Hoarding | 29748 Farmbrook Villa Lane | 29748 Farmbrook Villa Lane |
Southfield | MI | 48034

